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Rhyming: Did you know that rhyming is one
of the best predictors of how easily a child will learn
to read? That’s because good rhymers are better
equipped to notice that rhyming words often have
shared letter sequences, such as –all in tall, ball,
and small, which in turn gives them a considerable
head start in learning to read. It’s helpful to know
that children don’t just start off rhyming. In fact,
they generally go through three stages. In the order
of easiest to hardest, those stages are: 1. Hearing
Rhyme - the child grows accustomed to hearing
and repeating rhyme.  2. Recognizing Rhyme - the
child can identify two words that rhyme.
3. Producing Rhyme - the child can think of a word
that rhymes with another. Simple ways to teach
rhyming: Read rhyming picture books together. A
great list is attached.  Check them out at your local
library. Share nursery rhymes with your child. Play
rhyming games. Check out some simple rhyming
games at:
themeasuredmom.com/teach-your-child-to-rhyme
From: All About Learning Press, 5 Ways to Teach
Rhyming, by Marie Ripple

Be on the lookout for
information about the
OPES Holiday Store!
Students will have the
opportunity to shop for

family members for the upcoming
holidays!

IMPORTANT DATES
Week of November 21st - Theme: We are

Thankful, Books: Thanksgiving is for
Giving Thanks, Give Thanks Each Day,
Concepts: letter review, details in drawing

November 23 - 25 - Thanksgiving Holidays
Week of November 28th - Theme: Our

Community - Going Green/Taking Care of
Our Community, Books: Big Earth, Little
Me, The Cleanup Surprise, Concepts:
number writing, ten frames

Tuesday, November 29th - OPES Career Night

CHECK IT OUT…
Each week as we focus on a different letter
of the alphabet, we are singing letter songs
by Jack Hartmann that can be found on
YouTube.  Search for “Sing and Learn the
Letters of the Alphabet” (Jack Hartmann
Kids Music Channel) to find all of the letter
songs.  These songs also teach the letters
and words in American sign language.
There is a song with the whole alphabet
called “See It, Say It, Sign It Letter Sounds”.

Wishin� yo� an� you�
famil� � Happ�

Thanksgivin�!  W� ar�
thankfu� tha� yo� allo� u�

t� teac� you� chil� eac�
da�!  Enjo� th� brea�!


